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Australian Youth Rocketry Challenge 2017

Special points of interest:
• AYRC 2017
• Monthly Launch Reports

It was still dark when the 2017
AYRC Finals crew arrived at the
Queensland Rocketry Society’s
LA2 launch site. With frost on the
ground, it was a crisp start at
only 3°C. The usual site setup
was promptly taken care of, however some extra action was required with Warren and Petar
shovelling cow pats that spread
across the prep area.

• Minden State Primary School Visit
• Logan North Library Display
• QRS Members Fly to MARS!
• 7 New Memberships
• 2 Members Gain HPR Certification
• Member’s Article — Coefficient of
Drag Override Plugin for OpenRocket
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Primary challenge first place winner from
Churchie with his rocket “Thunder Bird”
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Secondary challenge first place winners
‘St Mary’s Stingers’ from St Mary’s Catholic College with their rocket “Beef Town
Bullet”

to the hotplate for a delicious addition to the sausage sizzle.

AYRC LCO, Petar Nikolic had delight in reading out the winning
teams. In the primary challenge,
only two points separated third
and fourth places with Beaudesert
State Primary School ‘Beauy Beauties’ taking out 3rd place with 94
points. The battle between first
and second was decided by only
As we have come to see over the three points. Rochedale State
School ‘Sky High’ claimed second
past eight years of AYRC, the
place with 112 points and Churchquality of rockets and ability of
ie ‘Thunder Birds’ took out first
students continues to improve
place with 115 points. The secondand impress the experienced
ary challenge was extremely close
mentors and judges.
between the top four places but by
a whisker, Rochedale State High
The primary schools loaded their
School ‘Team Rockets’ took
rockets for round one and withbronze. The silver was claimed by
out delay teams were punching
Churchie ‘El Heffo’. This year the
holes in clear blue skies. Shortly
gold was taken out by first time
after, secondary teams presententrants the ‘St Mary’s Stingers’
ed their rockets for inspection to
from St Mary’s Catholic College,
the AMRS Chancellor, Dave
Casino NSW with their rocket ‘Beef
Couzens who flew over from WA
Town Bullet’. Rumour has it, the
specifically to act as the AYRC
team were wide awake on their
Finals RSO and head judge.
lengthy drive home from the buzz
of taking out the top prize.
The final launch for the day was
a high power drag race demonA massive thank you must go to
stration flight between Mark
the continued support of the
O’Donoghue’s I280 and Rob
schools and participants, the sponNewton’s J425. The crowd countsors and the volunteers that make
ed down to launch and without
this event possible. This includes
disappointment, the rockets
other helpers and judges on the
roared skyward to 4,000 feet in a
day, Warren McKay, Sarah Miller,
matter of seconds.
Matthew Niejalke, Mark Parsons,
After teams completed their
flights and presented their rockets, eggs and altimeters to the
judges, many headed down to
the BBQ and sacrificed their egg

Matt Parsons, Mark Johannessen,
Lachlan Thomas and the BBQ
team: Dianne Nikolic and Kim and
Kevin Daniels, who sold out of
sausages this year delighting tummies around the launch site!
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July Launch - Flames, Smoke & Noise Spectacular

What a magnificent day it was
today at our Flames, Smoke &
Noise Spectacular launch! We
could not have asked for better
conditions with next to no
clouds or wind until almost
lunch time. Conditions were so
perfect for flying, that in fact,
when we arrived on site to setup
there were EIGHT hot air balloons aloft!
There were large numbers of
public in attendance with vehicles lining both sides of our
access track all the way out to
the gate, as well as down the
side of the road. With 108
launches for the day, the many
members that attended did not
fail to entertain!
Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Ari strikes a pose with his “Oz Thunder” prior
to yet another successful flight demonstrating the power of an ‘M’ motor to the public

The Fly it Take it program was
once again a big hit with all 50
rockets selling out quickly.
There was a good spread of
motor sizes for the day with
50xA, 5xB, 24xC, 8xD, 1xE, 3xF,
10xG, 2xH, 4xI, 2xJ, 2xK and
1xM. The largest motor for the
day was Ari Piirainen’s “Oz Thunder” on an M1500 Mojave
Green to 4500 feet and the
smallest motor (excluding the
50 FITI) was actually a draw

between five members with B64’s.
Jim Lawes launched his “Katana
3” on a J357 Blue Streak for a
picture-perfect Level 2 certification flight. Well done Jim!
Thanks to Australian Rocketry
for kindly donating a “MFR Model Rocket Set” that was raffled
off and won by lucky spectators
Gia and Hugo. Their dad will
soon become a rocket scientist
helping them assemble it.
Phil and Julie were surprised
when they were called up to LCO
table and presented a plaque
each in appreciation of their
continued support to the
Queensland Rocketry Society.
Congratulations Phil and Julie
and thank you!
Thank you to all members for
‘showing up and showing off’,
making todays launch a fantastic success! Also a big thank you
to those members that tirelessly
work behind the scenes at the
gate, on the barbeque, manning
the FITI stand, running the raffle
and those that arrived early to
help setup and remain behind to
help pack up.
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Jim strikes a pose with
his “Katana 3” prior to a
successful L2 flight

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Robbie with his 3 motor cluster
rocket “Silver Bullet”
Photo: Matt Barton

Gia and Hugo were the lucky winners of the
raffle and are presented with their prize by
Petar and Sarah

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

President Matt and Petar present Phil and Julie with
a plaque each for their continued support to QRS
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August Launch
A light breeze that rather rapidly
became a respectable wind did
not deter our members that
came to fly. We even reached
our average launch count with
53 flights, 10 of which were
water rockets!

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Alex with his rocket “Rainbow Warrior” prior to a
successful L1 flight

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Mackenzie’s “Mack 1” fires to life on a B6 for a
flight to 500ft

ning for a successful Level 1
certification flight. Well done
Alex and congratulations.

Aidan flew one of the more
unique rocket designs of the day
named “Break Away”, a beautifully detailed 890mm long rockImpulse ranges for the day
et that breaks into six tethered
were: 3xA, 8xB, 14xC, 9xD, 3xE, sections at apogee, tumble re2xF, 1xG, 3xH and 10xH2O
covering its way back to the
ground like a Chinese dragon.
Thank you to Cran and Sarah
Each of the six sections are
from “It’s Rocket Science Advenpainted a different colour to
tures” for bringing out your
form a rainbow patterned rocket
water rockets for the kids to
on the pad.
launch and learn about water to
air ratios. It didn’t take long for Lachlan flew one of the other
Photo: Lachlan Thomas
the big kids to start playing with more unique rocket designs for
Lachlan’s “Launch Abort System”
them either, leading to a water the day. A non-conventional
rocket drag race!
build with one large conical ‘fin’ prior to its maiden lift-off
and a cluster of four 18mm moWe also had some aerospace
tors mounted two thirds of the
studies students come along
way up the airframe on a canter
from Mueller College to launch
rather than being mounted at
their rockets they had built. They
the rocket’s base.
were all keen to learn, asking
many of our members their
The August launch marked two
questions. Thanks Mueller Col- special occasions, the first being
lege for coming along and we
QRS signing on its 200th memhope to see you again next time. ber since origination 10 years
ago, and the other special occaAlso in attendance was former
sion belonged to Warren McKay
QRS President, Rob Winchcomb
who had his 100th flight with
who made the special trip from
QRS.
Quebec, Canada to attend the
launch. It is great to have his
To celebrate the occasion Warcontinued support from the
ren replicated his Level 1 certifiother side of the world and have cation flight, launching the exact
Photo: Lachlan Thomas
him attend events when he is in same rocket “Tethys”, with the
Aidan’s fantastically detailed
Australia.
same type of motor (being a
“Breakaway” looking good on a
H125 classic) for a picture perD12 to 600ft
Alex Helbig wasn’t about to let a
fect ‘re-certification’. Congratula‘little breeze’ stop him from
tions to Warren and QRS on
tickling some air space, flying
reaching these milestones.
his “Rainbow Warrior” to
2,400ft on a H120 Red Light-

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

“It’s Rocket Science Adventures” and
their fantastic water rocket setup
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September Launch

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Matt congratulates Robbie
after his successful L1 flight

What a fantastic day of non-stop Vmax which could have been
rocketry with 52 flights in total. mistaken for a small explosion
rather than a rocket launch with
We had an awesome array of
motor burnout after just 0.52 of
beautifully designed and fina second! The rocket once again
ished low powered rockets that
became visible after an event at
outnumbered high powered
apogee and was recovered safeflights by 3 to 1.
ly.
Motor ranges for the day were:
Cran Middlecoat joined us again
3xA, 12xB, 18xC, 4xD, 2xF, 4xG,
with a fantastic water rocket
6xH, 2xI and 1xH2O.
constructed from PET drink bottles and 3D printed components
Two of the 19 high powered
flights belonged to Robbie New- designed to loft an egg within
ton and Brad Thompson, both of the nose cone.
whom successfully certified in
Cran’s son Andy brought along
L1 HPR. Robbie Flew his “Xhis RC plane and treated us to
Calibur” on a H125 to 3500ft.
some fantastic stunt flying as we
Brad flying his “Callisto” on a
packed up for the day.
H90 to 2100ft. Congratulations
Robbie and Brad!
Glen Magarry joined the rebel
alliance, launching his X-Wing on
A lucky birthday girl; Havana;
a C6-3 to 1000ft (You’ve started
was surprised to have everyone
something Mat!)
present sing her happy birthday
before a scratch built rocket
Warren's amazing rocket "Sky
shaped like a giant candle was Burst" carried a special payload
launched. To add to the surprise of six ping pong balls to apogee
the rocket deployed a six-metre- where they were deployed and
long rainbow streamer for recov- individually recovered on multiery.
coloured streamers. A very interesting idea Warren and well
The title of the most prolific flyer
done.
was seized from Mark O’Donoghue by almost double with a
Thanks to all who came along to
fly and thanks for members that
mammoth effort of 13 flights
helped with setup and pack up.
from Aidan Clarke. Mackenzie
Bradford followed closely behind See you all next month!
Mark with 5 launches.

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

A line-up of fantastic looking
rockets ready to fly

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Phil’s “Quasar” looking good on a
H125 to 2000ft

Rob Newton launched his
“Small Endeavour” on an I800

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Blake congratulates Brad
after his successful L1 flight

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Glen prepares to launch a water
rocket under Cran’s guidance
Photo: Lachlan Thomas

The six metre rainbow streamer
attached to Havana’s birthday
candle rocket
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QRS Round-up

Launch Program

New Members

The launch dates for the next
three months will be:
15 Oct (Public launch) - LA2
12 Nov (QRS launch) - LA2
10 Dec (QRS launch) - LA2

Welcome to new QRS members: Brad and Deb Thompson
with children Fin, Lewis and
Oliver.
Andy and Sharyn Mulholland
with children Ben, Anika and
Matilda.
Simon and Ana Fryer with child
Brian.
Cran and Sarah Middlecoat
with children Sam and Andy.
David Chamberlain with children MacKenzie and Zayvier.
Nick and Megan Green with

Certification Flights
The following QRS members
have achieved AMRS certification: Jim Lawes (L2), Alex Helbig (L1). Robbie Newton (L1),
Brad Thompson (L1). Congratulations to you all.

children Seth, Seraph, Jesse
and Tristan.
Adrian and Maxine Little with
child Brock.
After 6 years we also welcome
back Kevin and Marianne
Thygeesen with children Lachlan and Nicole. Glad to have
you all aboard!

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

NOTAM? What NOTAM?

QRS Members attend AMRS National Launch ‘MARS Attacks’

Photo: Marty Lynch

David poses with his infamous Patriot Missile

On the 12th and 13th of August our southern cousins the Melbourne
Amateur Rocketry Society (MARS) hosted the Australian Model Rocket
Society’s ‘National Flying Circus’ launch, “MARS Attacks”. Being the first
national event MARS has hosted it was an extra special occasion for
them and members Blake Nikolic, Petar Nikolic, David Bell and Lachlan
Thomas travelled down along with
their rockets to fly the QRS flag
and join in on the fun! David even
took out the award for the best
rocket at the event! By all reports
it was a great weekend complete
with a professional fireworks
show, onsite camping, bonfire
and even parts of the full scale V2
from ‘Thunda’ on display. For any
interested parties, the next AMRS
national launch is the 2nd and
Photo: Marty Lynch
3rd of June 2018, hosted by the
Western Australian Rocketry Society (WARS). Blake and Petar with their

Ari concludes his presentation with
the launching of his patriot missile

Technical Tip:
We are once again
returning into the more
humid half of the year.
Remember to lightly dust
your plastic parachutes
and streamers with
talcum powder to prevent
moisture sticking them
together causing a failure
to deploy correctly.

rockets ready to launch

Minden State School Visit

Photo: Supplied—Ari Piirainen

Blake’s “Sighter 65” producing an awesome
jet of flame on a H159-NT to 3200ft

Logan North Library ‘ImaginExpo’ Display

For the 7th year in a row, QRS was
To celebrate Science Week,
invited to have a display at the
Ari was invited to Minden
Logan North Library’s ‘ImaginExpo’.
State School to give a presentation on rocketry. The counAri, Petar and Warren took along
try town school of 190 stusome of their favourite rockets and
dents invited another 5 local
hardware to create a fantastic disschools for the special occaplay. The expo is an all ages, one
sion, bringing audience numday science fiction event that also
bers to over 450! Ari concludhosts other displays such as Star
ed his rocketry science talks
Wars, Star Trek, Lord of the Rings
with a practical demonstraPhoto: Supplied—Petar Nikolic
and Pratchett Partisans to name a
tion launch of his patriot misAri, Warren and Petar manning
few. Thank you Ari, Petar and Warsile. Thank you Ari for your
their display
ren for your efforts.
efforts and representing QRS.
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President’s Report
“We can't help but reach for the stars. It's our nature. It's our destiny.” - Bill Frist
“Everyone needs something to aim for. You can call it a challenge, or you can call it a goal. It is what makes us
human. It was challenges that took us from being cavemen to reaching for the stars.” - Richard Branson
It’s amazing now to see that papers are being written detailing how amateurs could build and launch rockets that
will reach space (take a look at the AusRocketry forum post “3-stage amateur solid to orbit” for details: https://
forum.ausrocketry.com/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=5965).
All it takes is time, effort and a lot of money! And we have a site that can be used as a stepping stone in our own
back yard with the QRS high altitude launch site at Westmar.
However, rocketry isn’t all about High Power and high altitude flights. Since suffering an ‘adverse airborne incident’ with my 3m rocket flying on an L motor recently (https://youtu.be/3QadOcOvSD4 - It is currently being rebuilt!) I’ve been having a great time flying the SCR mid-power range of motors. The ease of flying low and mid
power rockets just cannot be beaten!
Our resident rocket man Ari also appeared on Totally Wild again recently talking about his passion for rocketry
and QRS. Check it out on the QRS YouTube channel if you get a chance: https://youtu.be/13VQ1gB0v9o
See you at the next launch with clear skies and light winds!
Matt Barton
President

Additional Launch Photos

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Havana watches her birthday candle
rocket soar skyward

Kevin’s fantastically detailed “Butler”
prior to a successful flight on an E18
Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Lachlan with his awesome two
stage rocket “Savage”

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Warren’s “Sky Burst” deploys its
colourful payload at 650ft

Photo: Supplied—Karl Hemphill

Karl Hemphill (MARS) Presents David
with his trophy and certificate for the
‘Best Rocket’ for his “Patriot Missile”

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Oliver’s “Cow Tipper” looking
good on a C6 to 340ft
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Member Submitted Article
Coefficient of Drag Override Plugin — OpenRocket
By Matthew Niejalke
Matthew has been a member of QRS for
five years and in that time has completed
his Level 1 and 2 certification in HPR. Mat,
along with his children, has built and flown
many fantastic rockets including nonconventional designs such an X-Wing and
even a TARDIS.

The CD Override plugin is a plugin to extend OpenRocket functionality that I have developed. It allows you to modify your simulations in
OpenRocket by overriding the Coefficient of Drag (CD) values that
are calculated. There are three methods that can be used to override the CD. First there is a multiplier that allows you to tweak the
overall CD. Next there is the option to use separate multiplies for
Friction CD, Pressure CD and Base CD. Last is the option of using a
file to provide completely new Mach and CD data for the simulation.

To install the CD Override plugin, download it from the Australian
Rocketry forum. The address for this is:
https://forum.ausrocketry.com/viewtopic.php?f=32&t=5832
The following article details a plugin Mat
Unzip the attachment and place the jar file in your OpenRocket
has designed for the OpenRocket simulaplugins folder. (Windows 7 for example it is C:\Users\<usertion software
name>\AppData\Roaming\OpenRocket\Plugins.)
To use the CD Override plugin you need to add it to your simulation. Do this from the Flight Simulations tab, highlight a simulation and
choose “Edit Simulation”. In the Edit Simulation window go to the “Simulations options” tab, press “Add extension” and under Flight you
should find the CD Override plugin.

Choosing the plugin take us to the CD Override screen, which defaults to the Multiplier method of overriding the CD. For the first example let’s say that I have flown my rocket several times and it consistently under performs when compared to the simulation. I can use
the Multiplier to increase the simulated CD by entering a CD Total Override of 105% this will have the effect of increasing drag and will
result in a lower apogee.
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Member Submitted Article—Contd.
We then close the Override screen and run our simulation. For the simulation I am using apogee is reduced from 14,170 feet to 13,690
feet. From the Flight Simulation tab, I can view the calculated CD by highlight the simulation and choosing “Plot/export”. There is a field
called “Pre-set plot configuration”, choose the option “Drag coefficients vs, Mach number” and press Plot.

You’ll notice that OpenRocket calculates the total CD by summing up the Friction, Base and Pressure CDs, which bring us to the next
method of Overriding CD.
So let’s say that after a more in depth look at the altimeter data from my underperforming rocket I now discover that my simulation was
actually reasonably accurate at first but went wrong at transonic speeds. This indicates that the Base CD needs to be higher rather than
the total CD. I go back to the “Simulations options” tab and this time the CD Override plugin is already there, so I just have to press on
the spanner button to change the settings
By changing the method to “Separate
Multipliers” I can now specify an increase to the Base CD only.
After re-running the simulation and
plotting the result we can clearly see
the increase in Base CD.
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Member Submitted Article—Contd.
Suppose I want to do more than just tweak the estimated CD provided by OpenRocket. That’s where the “Data File” method of overriding
the CD comes into play. For instance I might happen to have access to a wind tunnel so I can test my rocket and put the actual CD values into OpenRocket. Similarly I can use accelerometer data from my flights and figure out the drag on the rocket. I can also take simulation data from other simulators such as RasAeroII and RockSim. I can even export the data from OpenRocket and then manipulate it in
a spreadsheet using whatever method I choose.
When importing a file there are 2 different types of file that the CD Override plugin can read. A normal file contains either a single CD
curve or separate CD curves for the thrust and coast phases. The other file type is a simulation extract which follows flight order.
The files must be formatted as follows:
1. Must contain only 2 columns. The first is Mach, the second is CD.
2. Must be plain text with white space or tab delimiting.
3. For a normal file, the data must be in accelerating order.
4. For a normal file, if separate thrust and coast curves are specified then the line 'Curve Thrust' or 'Curve Coast' must be present before
each curve.
5. For a simulation extract file, the data must accelerate to max velocity then decelerate. As is produced by exporting simulation data
from most rocket simulators.
6. Text lines (other than mentioned above) are ignored, but must not violate the 2 column rule.
7. Blank lines, zero Mach or duplicate Mach entries are ignored.
There are a few additional things to keep in mind. Firstly if the file does not provide a
low enough or high enough Mach entry then the plugin will extrapolate these based
on the first 2 or last 2 entries of the curve. I recommend that you actually create
these entries yourself. Next you should be checking the data to ensure it follows the
correct order, I found when exporting data out of rocket simulators that there was
always a few entries that needed to be cleaned up. Lastly there is no provision for
separate CD curves of multiple stage rockets in the file, perhaps this functionality will
be added in the future if people are interested.
Normally when creating a file I will use Excel to check and manipulate the data into
the required format. However any spreadsheet program should do the job. Once I
have the data in the correct format, I use the Save As option and specify the file type
as “Text (Tab Delimited)”, this will vary in other spreadsheet programs. In this example the data I am using was originally taken from RasAeroII, however it has been split
up into separate thrusting and coasting CD curves and reordered so it is no longer in
simulation extract order. An extract of the saved text file is pictured to the right.

Curve Thrust
Mach CD
0.01 0.5422657
0.0136989
0.4774265
0.02321211 0.3917956
....
....
Curve Coast
Mach CD
0.0102007
3.051715
0.01046022 2.907454
....
....

Back in the CD Override settings the method needs to be set to “Data File”. You can either type in the file path or press the Browse button and locate the file. If using a Simulation Extract file then you must tick the option “File is in Simulation Extract order”.
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Member Submitted Article—Contd.
Next press the Load button and the plugin will load the file and display a graph of what data has been loaded.

After re-running the simulation again and plotting the result we can clearly see the alternative thrust curve based on the RasAeroII data
has been used.

If you would like to discuss the CD Override plugin please join me (SpaceManMat) on the Australian Rocketry forum at:
https://forum.ausrocketry.com/viewtopic.php?f=32&t=5832. I am keen to hear about how others are using the plugin.

Are you interested in submitting an article?
Have a rocketry story you would like to share with fellow members? Would you like to let others light their candles in your
knowledge and submit a technical article? Perhaps you would even like to participate in a member interview? If so please contact
info@qldrocketry.com for more information or feel free to enquire with any committee member at one of our launch days.

